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Paul: Joseph Smith and the Manchester (New York) Library

joseph smith
and the manchester new york library
robert paul
in a recent work on mormon origins it was again suggested that
joseph smith may have derived some of his religious and theological
ideas from the old manchester rental library a circulating library
located within five miles of the smith family farm this claim has
received wide circulation but it has never really received the serious
critical consideration it merits this paper attempts to assess the manchester library its origin content current disposition and possible
usefulness to joseph smith and others prior to the organization of the
church in 1830
the manchester library was organized around 1812 and was origsince at this early time the
inally called the farmington library
village of manchester as an unincorporated entity had not been
formed thus in 1820 the smith farm was located in farmington
township not manchester a minor point which occasionally still
causes some confusion
the actual date of the library s formation
however has been obscured by conflicting information in 1964
vivian pratt wife of dr john H pratt the last private owner of the
library believed that the library had been formed about 1812
much earlier in 1911 dr pratt had written that the library was
started in 1814 however in an interview with brigham young university professor M wilford poulson in august 1932 dr pratt in1813 surviving court records of
dicated that the founding date was 1815
ontario county establish that the formal organization occurred in
january 1817 the earliest entry in the secretary s record book of
the library for the year 1817 suggests an even earlier formation date
subsequent entries substantiate this view most likely therefore the
1
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manchester library was organized at least loosely as a lending
institution no earlier than 1812 but more probably around 1815 or
1816 2
As initially conceived the manchester library was intended to be
a self sustaining enterprise a thousand shares of stock were autho-

rized to be issued at two dollars each allowing full membership in
one of the regions first circulating libraries 3 in addition yearly
membership dues of twentyfive
twenty five cents and fines for damaged or overdue books provided revenues from which additional books were purchased the manchester library eventually gained a wide reputation
as a good circulating library in 1832 for instance nearly twenty
years after its founding a separate librarians record book was
started for those patrons who lived in canandaigua the county seat
eight miles south of manchester
As stated in the preamble of the constitution of the farmington library kept in manchester the purpose of the library was strictly literary 4 the constitution stipulated the nature of the society
election of officers qualifications for membership convening of
meetings to conduct business annually on the second tuesday in
anjan
injan
january and book lending practices and fines the articles were followed by a list of names which eventually grew to include seventy six
members many of whom were prominent in the development of ontario county 5 the most important institutional member of the society was the librarian whose duty it was to insure the regular and
orderly use of the library collect fines and supervise the de facto purchasing of books except for the first years of the library s existence
when addison N buck was installed by ballot as librarian john pratt
from 1818 until his death in 1865 served continuously as the society s
librarian the library itself was kept in pratts manchester home and
it remained in the hands of the pratt family for four generations in
aa
A brief description of the farmington and manchester townships may be found in charles F milliken A
2a
history of ontario county new york and its people 2 vols new york lewis historical publishing co
ad ed salt lake city bookcraft
406 7 and mihon
milton V backman jr joseph smiths first vision 2d
1911 11406
ap 10 17 for the origin of the manchester library see respectively mrs M R broman vivian
1980 pp
pratt to richard L anderson 16 december 1964 manchester library collection special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU special collections
by pohn
p 36 M wilford
john H pratt box 6 folder 4 p36
Ontario county p 414 statement byjohn
milliken history of
ofontario
poulson collection BYU special collections and miscellaneous records book C 178 ontario county court
p 1I manchester library collecN Y and secretary s record book 1817 1854
house canandaigua NY
tion file ontario county historical society hereafter cited as OCHS collections
sin
in contrast the earliest circulating library in rochester a town about five times larger than the village of
manchester was Mar
marchalls
marshalls
shalls circulating library in operation from 1823 to 1825 for information on the
boog
book for a sixpence the circulating library in
development of such libraries in america see david kaser A bookfor
phi mu 1980
betaphimu
america pittsburgh beta
secretary s record book 1817 1854
p 1I OCHS collections
compare secretary s record book 1817 1854 appp 5 7 OCHS collections with milliken history
ap 407 14
of ontario county pp
ofontario
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courtesy
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bookplate from accession no 36 william jay s short discourses to be read in
families at one time owned by M wilford poulson this volume is now in BYU
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1943 44 upon the death of
ofjohn
john H pratt MD 222 of the original
manchester library books were donated by his widow to the ontario

county historical society in canandaigua new york 6
eventually the library grew to at least 421 books of which 275
were actually purchased in or before 1830 an examination of these
reveals much concerning the kinds of books available to the expanding region of western new york as well as those which were found to
be particularly popular and useful among library patrons the library
contained a wide range of books readily available in the area literature 58 history 42 religion 33 biography 24 adventure and
exploration 16 science natural philosophy and natural history
philosophy moral and political 11 reference
15
how to
books and advice 11 military events 10 anthropology 9 and
geography

7

7

while most of the books were not directly relevant to emerging
themes within either the new church or its growing literature it has
been suggested that several of the books dealt with material which
directly or at the least implicitly formed the intellectual material
from which joseph borrowed his doctrines 8 themes discussed in
some of these books and those developed by joseph smith which
eventually were expressed in the religion and theology of the new
church include american antiquities the hebraic origin of the indians the plurality of worlds south american geography missionary
efforts among the american indians and early christian developments
nature and provfor example josiah priests the wonders of
ornature
ofnature
idence displayed
182
displayed1825
18255 contains a potpourri of topics ranging from
natural history and philosophy to religion and literature this work
includes a verbatim extract of all the salient arguments of ethan
smiths thesis of the hebraic origin of the american indians
H pratts personal medical history library
secondary records indicate that the manchester library at one
OCHS collections
accession records
time held in excess of 600 volumes see milliken history of ontario county p 414
A
that the accession numbers were assigned in sequence as books were added to the library
assuming
suming
by 1830 there appear to have been 275 books since book no 276 was published the year following all books
with accession numbers 1I through 275 have publication dates of 1830 or earlier for purposes of this discusslon therefore we will restrict ourselves to the first 275 books numbers in parentheses indicate how many
sion
items of each subject were represented
ofanti
antl
anti mormonism a subject
to document this assertion fully would of course be to provide a history of
efanti
fraught with emotion and polemics some useful sources which may be consulted however include fawn M
brodie no man knows my history new york
alfred A knopf 1946 passim H hougey A
parallel
mormon concord calif pacific publishing co 1963 pp
rke
rhe
the book of
ap 3 6
the basis of
odthe
ofmormon
48 5555 R N hullinger
the lost tribes of israel and the book of mormon the lutheran quarterly 22
august 1970 327 28 L S jonas mormon claims examined grand rapids mich baker book house
1961
pp 39 42 44 W M jones A critical study ofbook
ap
book ofmormon
of boog
of mormon sources detroit harlo press
mormon salt lake city
rad book of
1964 pp
the
ap 12 14 et passim and sidney B sperry problems odthe
of rpd
ofmormon
bookcraft 1964 pp
ap 172 79
61ncluded
included also in
m this gift were 86 volumes from

dr john
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rhe
the hebrews 1823 9 the
presented in the first edition of his view odthe
of rge
priest volume had already begun to circulate among manchester library patrons by late 1826
the concept of multiple world systems and of inhabitants in cearbs in both time and space was thoroughly discussed in two
lestial orbs
manchester library volumes by thomas dick one of the most prolific
advocates of the pluralist doctrine his philosophy of a future state
1829 and the christian philosopher 1823 deal extensively with
the notion that the universe is fully peopled both for the glory of god
and for the pleasure of man these volumes did not begin to circulate however until early 1830 brief extracts from dick s future
state later appeared in the latter day saint messenger andadvocate
und advocate
and
of december 1836
the geography of south america was first chronicled in full detail for european and american readers by the naturalist alexander
personalnarrative
new
vs personal
narrative of travels to the
von humboldt in his
continent 1815 this and later editions became one of the two
most popular and widely read accounts of the new world in the
nineteenth century the other account which readers found captivating
tiva ting was the voyage of the beagle 1839 by charles darwin
the humboldt volume began circulation among manchester library
january 1827 american archaeological evidences were dispatrons in injanuary
cussed briefly in humboldt but were extensively examined in josiah
priests american antiquities which the manchester library held in
the third edition this edition however was not published until
1833 becoming a widely discussed book in various editions again
brief extracts from american antiquities eventually were reprinted in
the church publication the latter day saints millennial star of 1846
as evidence of book of mormon archaeology one is left with the distinct impression though that the priest book even at this relatively
late date in early church developments was considered novel among
church members 10
other books found in the manchester library dealing with significant themes reminiscent of a variety of book of mormon and church

ethan smiths principal evidences for the hebraic thesis are presented in his chapter 3 and are reprothan
duced as pages 290 to 325 in priest smiths considerably expanded 1825 edition however contained

material unavailable to priest it was the second edition which B H roberts used in his 1920s studies on
book of mormon origins for recent discussion of roberts
robens s analysis see M U sowell defending the
pp
ap 44 50 54 and G D smith defending the
keystone the comparative method reexamined
ap 4 55 50 both in sunstone 6 may june 198
19811
keystone book of mormon difficulties pp
see for instance the latter ezy
losee
star 7 1846 60 67 71 85 88 and 12 1850 265
Millennial
day saints millennialstar
millennia siar
set
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occurrences include john foxe s book of martyrs 1811 giving accounts of christian heroes and martyrs and appearing in numerous
editions as perhaps one of the most widely displayed if not read
volumes on the american frontier john Hecke
heckewelders
welders narrative of
indians 1820
the mission of the united brethren among the
preach eress
and david Hud
freys
jemima wilkinson a preacheress
hudsons
sons history of ofjemima
fress of
the eighteenth century 1821 a biography of one of the three
lasting religious innovators to appear in eighteenth century

america

11

the

first serious sustained treatment of the question whether
the manchester library might have provided significant literary majoseph smith was made by M wilford poulson professor of
terial to tojoseph
psychology at brigham young university from 1910 to 1966 and a
major mormon and western americana book and manuscript collecpaulsons
Poul sons own interest in mormon americana was
tor and dealer 12 poulsons
stimulated by a variety of factors but particularly by the publication
of a psychological study of joseph smith and the origins of the book
of mormon undertaken by dr walter F prince executive research
officer of the psychic research society in boston 13 beginning about
1929 poulson embarked upon a tireless search for published and unpublished materials relating to mormon origins except for a very
dime
small circle of confidants few knew at the time
rime what poulson had
undertaken and still fewer realized that by 1942 poulson had managed to reconstruct the entire manchester library as it probably existed in the first half of the nineteenth century 14 among his many
prized possessions were two of the original manchester library volumes william jay s short discourses 1812 and the memoirs of

martyrs has been one of the most influential books of both religious and literary history
ofmartyrs
foxes book of
originally written in elizabethan times the mid victorian edition ran to eight bulky volumes numerous
abridgments and popular versions of foxe have been published in order to give it greater currency
crafter
after poulson s death in 1969 his extensive collection including 7420 books was donated to brigham
young university see BYU
byualumnus
alumnus 24 june 1970 1I and M wilford poulson collection register BYU
1

special collections
see walter F prince to M wilford poulson 15 december 1929 and M wilford poulson to walter F
prince 13 november 1932 box 1 folder 7 and additional documents and letters in this location and in
prince
BYTJ special collections walter F pr
box 5 folder 4 M wilford poulson collection BYU
ce
psychological
ofpsychology 28 1917 373 95 and
tests for the authorship of the book of mormon americanjournal
american journal of psychology
A footnote authorship of the book of mormon
americanjournalofpsychology
american journal of psychology 30 1919 427 28
poulson s only public announcements concerning his work on mormon literary sources appeared
pro
through the utah academy see his library resources for the scientific study of mormonism
manchester new york library
ce edings utah academy of sciences 1
37 38 and
7 15 july 1930
1812 1830
and letters 19 20 1941 42 13 for an easily accessible acutah academy ofscience
of science arts andletters
in rocky mountain
count of poulson s work see sam taylor the secret quest of the BYU bogeyman
1

empire

lafter
latter
the laffer

day saints

today new york

macmillan co

1978

pp
ap 224 37
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stephen burroughs 1811 both of which he acquired from dr john
pratt during a 1932 trip to eastern libraries and church sites 15
poulsons
paulsons
Poul
sons interest was to use his collection eventually as a basis
from which he might examine critically the influences of secular
As a student of the psychology
sources on the origins of the church
of religion he wrote to walter prince in 1933 1 1I am interested in
poulson hoped
whatever sheds light on the origin of
ofmormonism
mormonism
to make a real contribution in relation to our thinking on early mormonism and its background 16 unfortunately he did not live to
complete this work and left no critical assessment of the manchester
library or any hint of its possible usefulness to the rise of
mormonism
poulsons
paulsons
Poul
sons work on the manchester library and mormon origins
generally however did not go unnoticed it eventually provided
materials used by other scholars to examine the contents of the library in may 1966 the
thej
clarkjr
jr library since renamed
theaJ reuben clark
the harold B lee library at brigham young university obtained
photocopies from the ontario county historical society of most of
the reproducible materials relating to the manchester library 17
recently it has been intimated by various writers that the manchester library provided useful if not substantive material from
which joseph smith borrowed to develop a variety of themes important to the restoration samuel taylor for instance following his intel
tellectual mentor professor poulson has suggested that joseph
smith had had access to the manchester library during the
prophets formative years 18 although it is likely that taylor is only
suggesting the possibility rather than making the stronger claim of actual use his assertion even in the weaker sense should be explored
did joseph in fact have access to the manchester library if so did
he explore its resources if he did to what extent did he make use of
the available materials
affirmative responses to some of these
150f
inof the 421 duplicated manchester library volumes which poulson had collected only twenty two in
oay
cluding one of the two original volumes uay
jay s short discourses remain intact namely accession numbers 336
49 52 55 64 70 72 97 115 118 122 131 140 158 167 180 193 95 and 208 they are currently
housed in BYU special collections concerning his eastern jaunts see box 1 folder 7 M wilford poulson
collection BYU special collections thanks are expressed to wesley P walters for bringing to my attention
that poulson once owned the original manchester library volume on stephen burroughs accession no 122
M wilford poulson to walter F prince 4 august 1933 and 10june
10 june
junt 1934 M wilford poulson collection BYU special collections
48 also see mrs M R
17a
A brief description of the library is given in backman first vision pp
ap 32
3248
BYU special collections
broman to richard L anderson 16 december 1964 manchester library collection BYTJ
BYU however does not presently contain the first manchester rental
the manchester library collection at BYTJ
library withdrawal record book 1826 1837 available at the ontario county historical society

daylor
taylor rocky mountain empire p

lo

231
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queries especially with respect to the manchester library have
19
recently been advanced by robert N hullinger
b
even though joseph smith and others involved in the early years
of the restoration could have had access to the manchester library
insofar as anyone who paid the necessary membership fees could participate fully in the activities of the library none of the principal
individuals including joseph became a member nor made direct
use of its resources none of the library s secretary books of which
there are three extant at the ontario county historical society lists
any patron who affiliated himself with the new church 20 moreover
if joseph had wished to explore the literary materials of the day it
would have been unnecessary to travel the five miles to manchester
when in palmyra only two miles distant there were several bookstores and at least one library the contents of which he would have
been free to peruse
timothy C strong owner and editor of the palmyra register
1817 21 announced the opening of a bookstore in december 1817
located in his palmyra printing office in may 1818 he announced he
had received a new selection of books and in september 1818
about 250 volumes were advertised by title in his weekly 21
numerous books included in this last shipment were later to be
found in the manchester library suggesting that the manchester library society may have acquired many of its early volumes from
strong s palmyra bookstore
in december 1820 and later in october 1822 other bookstores
were opened in palmyra one by leonard wescott and another by
E F marshall respectively offering works on science history
religion philosophy medicine and travel 22 after pomeroy tucker
and E B grandin purchased strongs newspaper in 1823 changing
its name to the wayne sentinel they opened the wayne county
bookstore stocking a general and well selected assortment of
books 23 tucker and grandin changed the name of their bookstore
back to palmyra bookstore in 1826.
1826
shipments of a wide variety of

hullinger mormon answer to skepticism ap
pp 36 39 44 47 57 et passim
21the
2
2the three books are 1 secretary s record book 1817 1854
athe
manchester rental library
withdrawal record book 1826 1837
and 3
manchester rental library withdrawal record book
see
19see

1838 1857

see palmyra register 10 december 1817 24 december 1817 15 september 1818 and 27 october
21see
1819 for a brief description of the contents of the september 1818 purchase see backman first vision
pp
ap 48 49 backman inadvertently misidentified the purchase date as october 1818

489

22 22palmyra
palmyra

register 27 december 1820 and 2 october 1822
wayne sentinel 12 may 1824 14 july 1824 and 1 december 1826
23viayne

340
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books seemed to arrive regularly about every year or so from
1818 on

24

bookstores were also located in canandaigua eight miles south
of the smith farm here
gerejJ D bemis owner and editor of the ontherej
ario repository as well as local book printer and publisher operated
the canandaigua bookstore while a rival H tyler operated the ontario bookstore 25
As early as 1819 and occasionally thereafter book auctions were
held in palmyra in one case scores of books were received from
new york city comprising history divinity medicine law
travels 26 during the winter of 1822 23 a library was established in
palmyra later in 1828 E B grandin publisher of the 1830 edition of the book of mormon established a circulating library for the
public in palmyra 27 the availability of bookstores and libraries in
palmyra together with the fact that the smith family regularly obtained the palmyra register and later the wayne sentinel from the
newspaper office which doubled as a bookstore would have mitigated the need to travel nearly three times the distance to acquire literary
materials from the manchester area 28
clearly joseph smith had access to a wide range of books in that
he lived in proximity to libraries and bookstores the larger question
as to whether he actually made use of these materials either from
libraries and bookstores or from privately owned sources remains an
issue which continues to elude definitive treatment we can be reasonably certain however that young joseph did not exploit the resources of the manchester library it may be that josephs own educational
cat ional training both formal and informal had not prepared him at
this early age to deal with libraries and bookstores generally it is
known for instance thatjoseph
that joseph briefly attended schools in palmyra
in 1818 and that he used several elementary textbooks in arithmetic
and reading 29 there is little direct evidence that his literary skills extended much beyond a cursory acquaintance with a few books As
josephs mother lucy mack smith wrote in her biography of the
palmyra register

12 may 1818 15
12 may 1824

september 1818 and 27 october 1819 palmyra herald 2 october
1 december
1826 25 january 1828 19 december 1828 and

wayne sentinel
11 december 1829
25 palmyra register
24 december 1817 and 30 october 1822 wayne sentinel 14 july 1824 20 october
1824 and I1 december 1826
palmyra register 16 june 1819 wayne sentinel 30 august 1825
171wayne
271
m
ayne sentinel 3 december 1823 27 june 1828 23 january 1829 and 10 september 1829
171vayne
Vayne
see milton V backman
backmanjr
awakenings
jr Awaken
ings in the burned over district new light on the historical
setting of the first vision brigham young university studies 9 spring 1969 316 joseph smith jr
regularly purchased the wayne sentinel see wayne sentinel 11 october 1825 and 6 october 1826
see john H evans joseph smith
19see
an american prophet new york macmillan co 1933
1822

PP 35 94
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prophet joseph was a remarkably quiet well disposed child
he
seemed much less inclined to the perusal of books than any of the
rest of our children but far more given to meditation and deep
4 1

study

3
30

joseph smith eventually did acquire a modest personal library
and supported the formation of the nauvoo library and literary insti
stitute
tute to which he donated many of his own books in 1844 given
his unlettered background however it is likely that during the 1820s
he simply was not a part of the literary culture that portion of the
population for which books provided a substantial part of its intellectual experiences 31 if joseph in fact did not avail himself of published
books at this early date however there still remains a wide range of
literary sources to which he may have had access such as newspapers
lectures and tracts both religious and political and almanacs such
sources would certainly be more in keeping with his informal educational background and that of his frontier neighbors the existence
for forjosephs
josephs
of these other sources may in fact account more directly gor
with the manchester library and perhaps
noninvolvement
non
probable involvement
most other libraries and bookstores of his region

mack smith biographical sketches ofjoseph
of joseph smith the prophet liverpool S W richards
1853 pp
ap 73 84 for a brief overview of educational practices and opportunities in western new york and
palmyra specifically see backman first vision pp
ap 49 52
1 I see
kenneth W godfrey A note on the nauvoo library and literary institute BYU studies 14
spring 1974 386 89
ducy
lucy

3
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appendix the manchester new york library holdings 1812 45
the number scheme

employed in the following list corresponds to the accession
numbers originally assigned to the manchester library books as they were purchased
and made available to library patrons those volumes marked with an asterisk
of
which there are 222 are currently in the rare book collection of the ontario county
historical society OCHS canandaigua new york by 1830 275 books had been
purchased accession number 275 while the collection stood at around 421 volumes
by 1845 32
two complementary listings of the manchester holdings are available one
identifies each of the 421 volumes with one or two words and occasionally the
authors last name the other list compiled when the library was donated to the
OCHS in 1943 44 lists reasonably complete bibliographic information on about half
of these volumes 33 since numerous entries in these lists are either incomplete or
missing altogether a careful perusal of the extant volumes at the OCHS itself was
needed to supply much of the missing bibliographic information 34 in some cases of
course it is nearly impossible to identify unambiguously the bibliographic data for
instance in the case where books are missing from the collection altogether nearly
half of the volumes often only the scantiest of information is available from either
of the lists such as a single word from the books title also some of the entries are
not sufficiently precise to identify which book is meant where data is thus
altogether lacking from primary sources or these secondary listings no editorial note
is provided rather the entry is left as it appears on these lists
1I would like to acknowledge the assistance of don muller director of the ontario
county historical society for his help in using the society s resources

de voltaire

1

the history of charles XII king of
H & E phinney
phinneyjr
jr 1811

sweden otsego NY
nares edward I1 says says I1 a novel by thinks I to myself boston
bradford and read 1812
gass patrick journal of the voyages and travels of capt lewis and
capt clarke of the army of the united states from the mouth of
the rivez
river
nver
riter missouri through the interior parts ofnorth
of north america to
the pacific ocean during the years 1804 1805 and 1806
philadelphia M carey 1811
cowper william poems 12 vols new york whiting and watson

2
3

4

marie francois

5

1812

silliman benjamin A journal of travels in england holland and
scotland and of two passages over the atlantic in the years 1805
igo
180
and 1806 2 vols 2d
ad ed boston T B wait and co 1812

6 7

32a1though only 420 accession numbers were originally assigned number 297 is a duplicate there are
although
some indications that the library eventually contained about 600 volumes although there exists no catalogue
record for this view see milliken history ofontario
414 when the manchester library was
of ontario county 11414
donated to the historical society in 1943 it contained in addition to the 222 original volumes 86 additional
volumes from dr john pratt s own medical history library
see numbers of the volumes in the manchester library
33see
and books from the old manchester
library manchester library collection file ontario county historical society A copy of these partial

listings

is

available also in BYU special collections

additional bibliographic information was obtained from the national union catalog the british
museum general catalogue of printed books the catalogue of the library of thomas jefferson and the
34

OCLC computer based library system
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8

9
10

pseudo
ad am ed philadelphia M carey 1807
jumus
junius pseud
letters 2d
jefferson thomas notes on the state 0oiff virginia philadelphia
M carey 1803
1805
weld H H life of benjamin franklin boston lee and shepard

1786
11 12

13 14
15

16

17

18
19

20

knickerbocker diedrich A history of new york from the beginning
vois 2dednew
vols
2d ed new
ad
vols
of the world to the end of the dutch dynasty 2kvols

york 1812
ramsay david the history odthe
the
taf american revolution 2 vols trenof tae
ton J J wilson 1811
goldsmith oliver history of greece abridged london 1787
an abridge
abridgement
ment of the history of england from the inin
vasion
julius caesar to the death of george the second from
vasion ofjulius
of jelius
the 12th ed philadelphia M carey 1808
A history of rome from the earliest times abridged
london
1772
london1772
morse jedidiah and parish elijah A compendious history of new
ad ed newburyport thomas and whipple 1809
england 2d
ramsay david the life of george washington new york hopkins
and seymour 1807
mackenzie sir alexander voyages
voyagesfrom
trom
from montreal through the conti
nent of north america london T cadell jr and W davies
1802

21
22
23 24

natural history
more hannah practical
practicalpiety
piety or the influence of the religion of the
heart on the conduct of the life baltimore J kingston 1812
roche regina M D children of the abbey a tale 2 vols london
W mason 182

25

anon

laughable budget of wit

rep artees anecdotes etc
repartees

a selection of choice bon mots

kilmarnock scotland

H crawford

1820
26 33
34
35 36

addison et al the spectator 8 vols philadelphia johnson and
warner 1810 only volumes 6 7 and 8 are found at OCHS
abridge ment new york
foxe john
the book of martyrs an abridgement
S wood 1811
jay william short discourses to be read in families 2 vols hartford
1812

37

38

smellie william the philosophy of natural history dover NH
thomas and tappan and S bragg jr 1808
fessenden thomas green original poems philadelphia L press
1806

39 40

johnson samuel the idler

2 vols

philadelphia

tesson and lee

1803

41
42 43

goldsmith oliver the vicar of page
wake
field a tale edinburgh oliver
wakefield
and boyd 1823
morse jedidiah the american universal geography or a trew
view
slew of the
siew
present state of all the kingdoms states and colonies in the known
6th ed boston thomas and andrews 1812
world 2 vols ath
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44

45

46
47

arrowsmith aaron A new and elegant general atlas comprising all
the new discoveries to the present time boston thomas and andrews 1812
baldwin edward william godwin
fables ancient and modern
modem
5th ed london thomas hodgkins 1812
ath
baker charles manual london varty 1800
fuller andrew the gospel its own witness or the holy nature and
divine harmony of the christian religion contrasted with the immorality and absurdity of deism boston manning and loring
1803

48

49
50

51
59
5 2 59
52

johann true christianity
arndt rev
revjohann

or the whole economy of god
towards man and the whole duty of
mun towards god translated
man
odman
ofman
by A W boehm 2 vols boston lincoln and edmands 1809
only one volume is found at OCHS
is
pilgrims progress from this world to that which is
bunyannjohn
Bunya
thepilgrims
john the
bunyanjohn
to come new york john tiebout and L nichols 1804
und
and profane
butler frederick sketches of universal history sacred andprofane
from the creation of the world to the year 1818 of the christian era
hartford 0 D cooke 1822
anon the guide to domestic happiness 2d
ad am ed new haven

sidney 1807
rollin charles the ancient history of the egyptians carthaginians
As syrians babylonians medesandpersians
medes und
Macedon ians and gre
and persians macedonians
ciano 8 vols new york E duyckinck
duyokinck and M and W ward
1812

60
61
6l
al61

62

63

64

65

66 69
70

71

72
73

no title

listed

murray lindley sequel to the english reader or elegant selections in
prose andpoetry
ad english ed new york collins and
und
and poetry from the 3d
perkins 1810
the power of religion on the mind in retirement afflicQs ed new york 1I collins
tion and at the approach ofdeath
of death loth
and son 1802
backus charles the scripture doctrine of regeneration considered in
ex
dis
iscourses
sssix
courses hartford hudson and goodwin 1800
IX d
baxter richard the saints everlasting rest or a treatise on the
blessed state of the saints in their eng
oyment
cyment of god in glory
enjoyment
portsmouth NH C peirce and W treadwell and co 1802
mason john self knowledge A treatise shewing
chewing the nature and
science and the way to attain it boston
benefit of that important sorence
1I thomas and E T andrews
1793
no titles listed
senecas
Se necas morals by way of abstract to which is
is
lestrange sir roger senecal
added a discourse under the title of an after thought 3d
ad am ed
boston J bumstead 1800
park munge travels in the interior districts of africa new york
E duyokinck
duyckinck 1813
spafford horatio G A gazetteer of the state of new york albany
H C southwick 1813
felton cornelius C life of william eaton brookfield 1813
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74 79

80 81

82
83 84
85
86
87
88 89

90
91 92

93
94

95
96 97

98 100
loo

101
lol
102

pope alexander works with his last corrections additions and im6 vols
prove
london
provements
ments with the life of the author
D buchanan 1804
curran john P speeches ofjohn
of john philpot curran esq with a brief
sketch of the history of ireland and a biographical account of
mr curran 2 vols new york 1L
I riley 1811
only volume 1 is
found at OCHS
briya
brisa
irish rebellion london R wilks 1812
temple john the brish
cook james A voyage towards the south pole and round the world
2 vols dublin J williams et al 1784
goldsmith oliver goldsmiths naturalhistory
natural history abridged for the use
10
1810
of schools philadelphia johnson and warner 18
de laverne leger M P T the life of field marshal Souva
souvaroff
souvarof
rof
baltimore EEJJ coule 1814
moreau
generalmoreau
Sv
boneau and his last
svinin
svinis
inin pavel P some details concerning general
moments baltimore E J coule and harrod and buel 1814
clark
oark edward D travels in various countries of europe asia and
dark
africa 2 vols new york fay and co 1813 14 only volume 2
is found at OCHS
porter sir robert K A narrative of the campaign in russia during the
year 1812 hartford G sheldon and co 1814
locke
lockejohn
Lock
john
eJohn an essay concerning human understanding with a life of
the author 2 vols boston cummings and hilliard and J T
buckingham 1813
clark
oark thomas sketches of the naval history of the united states
dark
philadelphia M carey 1813
ramsay andrew M the travels of cyrus to which is
if annexed a
discourse upon the theology andmythology
and mythology ofthepagans
of the pagans albany
pratt and doubleday 1814
the war london T kinnersley 1817
clarke hewson the history odthe
of rhe
and public life of william
clarkson thomas memoirs of the private andpublic
penn 2 vols philadelphia bradford and inskeep 1814
portraiture of quakerism takenftom
ruben
rhe
taken
the educarulen from
trom a view of
odthe
tion and discipline social manners civil and political economy
3 vols
religious principles and character of the society of friends 3vols
vois
kvols
new york S stansbury 1806
foster john essays in a series ofletters
friend ist am ed from
of letters to a afiiend
3d
ad english ed hartford lincoln and gleason 1807
low samuel poems vol 2 of 2 vols new york T and
andj
andaJ swords
1800

103
104

honeywood st john poems new york T and
andj
andaJ swords 1801
oflogic
duncan william the elements oologic
of logic albany whiting backus

105

whiting 1804
taylor samuel an

log
106
107

standard for an
essay intended to establish a standardfor
ofstenography
universalsystem
universal
system of stenography
albany websters and skinner
1810
hofland barbara W H the son of a genius a tale for the use of
youth new york eastburn kirk and co 1814
scott sir walter the lay of the last ministrer
strel a poem
ministrel
Mini
seymour and williams 1811

savannah
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108 109

110

iii
lii

111

112 113
114
115

116
116
bil

117 118

porter jane thaddeus of warsaw a historical novel 2 vols 2d
ad am
ed new york 1I riley 1810
montoulieu
Monto lieu isabelle caroline of
montolieu
licht field translated by T holcroft
oflichtfield
new york R scott 1815
westerhouse benjamin A journal of a young man of massachusetts
late a surgeon on boarden
board an american privateer who was capturedat
capture vot
dof
sat
dot
boardan
dat
isb boston rowe and hooper 1816
sea by the Brit
british
history of montalbert 2 vols only volume 1 is found at OCHS
riley james an authentic narrative of the loss of the american brig
commerce hartford 1817
extracts hrom
aljournal
ad ed edinjournal vol 1 of 2 vols 2d
hall basil extractsfrom
brom
from a ajournal
burgh 1824
labaume eugene A circumstantial narrative of the campaign in
russia embellished with plans of the battles of the moskwa and
malo jaroslavits
its hartford S andrus and P peck and co 1817
Jaroslav
porter jane the scottish chiefs a romance 5 vols ad
3 d ed london
3d
1816

119

120
121

und
von humboldt alexander the travels andresearches
and researches ofalexander
of alexander von
humboldt being a condensed narrative of his journeys in the
equinoctial regions of america and in asiatic russia new york
andj
J and
andaJ harper 1833 this is a later edition than the original
manchester library holding
flowers of ancient history
3d
ad ed
london
adams john
G kearsley 1796
kimball horace the naval temple containing a complete history of
the battles fought by the navy of the united states from its
establishment in 1794 to the present time boston B badger
1816

122

burroughs stephen

123

packard 1811
brown samuel R

np
ap

memoirs of stephen burroughs

the western gazetteer

albany

B C

directory
or emigrants direct
og

1817

the

webster
philadelphia Jjwwebster
webster
ebster
JW

124

morse jedidiah
1819

125
126

robinson
morality baltimore J robinson
salzmann christian G elements of ofmorality

history of america

1811
12
1277 12
1288

129

anon

sketches of modern
modem life 2 vols london W miller 1799
fletcher rev dr reflections on the spirit
salit etc of religious controver-

new york B dornin 1808
krig
riley james an authentic narrative of the loss of the american brig
commerce hartford 1817
adams hannah dictionary of all religions boston 1817
haddocks narratives
took andrew the pantheon representing the fabulous histories of
the heathen gods 331st
ist ed london Jjohnson
jjohnson 1803
boyles voyages
sufferings
ezekiel terry comp narrative of the adventures and juo
suo
felings of
suf
sy

130
131
132
133
134
135

samuel patterson

palmer mass

1817
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136

radcliffe

ann ward

romance of the forest

thomas and thomas 1806
137 138

139
140

141
841
141

142
142

844
143
843
145
143
144
145
146

147

walpole NH

woodworth samuel the champions of freedom
offreedom or the mysterious
vois new york C N baldwin 1816 only volume 2 is
vols
2vols
chief 2kvols
found at OCHS
anon beauty of poetry albany churchill and mglashan
mcglashan
MG lashan 1814
sampson ezra the arief
brie
arief remarks on the ways of man or compenareef
brief
dious dissertations respecting social and domestic relations and
ad ed canandaigua NY J D bemis 1823
concerns 2d
nelson robert the practice of true devotion in relation to the end as
well as the means of religion boston B watt and co 1812
tuke henry memoirs of the life of george foxe philadelphia
B and T kite 1815
savage richard poetical works with the life of the author new
york wm A davis 1805
poems
other
otherpoems
montgomery james the wanderer of switzerland and orber
hesnor and hood 1806
london vesnor
29
john
bennettjohn
bennett
Bennet
1829
tJohn letters to a young
younk lady philadelphia J grigs 18
montoulieu
Monto
lieu isabelle caroline lightfield
montolieu
0 Lichtfield translated by T holcroft
ofuchtfield
lichtfield
new york R scott 1815
abyssinia loth ed london
johnson samuel rasselas the prince of ofabyssinia
1798

148
844
148

149
149

sampson ezra the youths companion or an historical dictionary
selected trom
consisting of articles chiefly selectedfrom
from natural and civil history
geography astronomy zoology botany andmineralogy
hudson
and
mineralogy
N elliott and websters and skinners 1816
woods leonard A sermon preached at haverhill mass in rememmrs harriet newell utica NY wm williams 1818
brance of
ofmrs

150
151

other poems
anon the christian companion in his areld
niely
garden harrisonfieldandgarden
and yarden
field
burg va davidson and bourne 1814

152

meikle james

153
154
155
156

solitude sweetened or miscellaneous meditations

edinburgh 1803
wright paul A complete life of our blessed lord and saviour jesus
christ windham S webb 1814
campbell john travels in south america andover mass flagg
and gould 1816
anecdotes of peter the great
von zimmermann johann georg solitude considered with respect to
its influence on the mind and the heart boston J burnstead
bumstead
1804

157
158

159 165
166 167

ad ed ap
np
woodbury fanny writings of miss fanny woodbury 3d
S T armstrong nd
A call to the unconverted
canandaigua J D
baxter richard

bemis 1818
the literary and philosophical repertory 7 vols middlebury vt
T C strong 1814 1815
only volume 7 is found at OCHS
goldsmith rev J sir richard phillips A general view of the manners customs and curiosities of nations including a geographical
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description of
the earth 2 vols new haven
odthe
ofthe

J babcock and son

1822

168
aig
alg
169
169
170
171
172

rays

poems
marcet jane
philadelphia
conversations on natural philosophy
J Y humphreys 1821
goodrich charles A A history odrae
states 3d
ad ed hartford
unitedstates
of the united
barber and robinson 1824
mead matthew the almost christian discovered or the false proP potter 1815
fessor tried and cast poughkeepsie NY
sedgwick catharine M A new england tale new york E bliss
1822

173

young edward the complaint or night thoughts on life death and
brookfield E merriam and co 1818
and profane
butler frederick sketches of universal history sacred andprofane
from the creation of the world to the year 1818 of the christian era
hartford 0 D cooke 1822
cooper james fenimore the spy a tale of the neutral ground referring to some particular occurrences during the american war
I1immortality

174

175 176

2 vols

177

np
ap

morse jedidiah

1822

the american gazetteer new york

M

carey

1797
178

179

180
181 186

Brattle borough vt
harvey james meditations and contemplations brattleborough
wm fessenden 1814
philosophy
youths manual of ofphiloscphy
lothrop jason juvenile philosopher or oryouths
geneva NY
2d
ad ed
natural experimental and analytic
J bogert 1823
marion 9th
horry P and weems M L the life of general francis murion
ath
ed philadelphia 1823
the works offlaviusjosephus translated by wm whiston london
1806

187
188 189

190
191
192
193
194 196

197 198

199

200
201

capt Lyons
journey
ly ont
lyonsjourney
ons lourney

cooper james fenimore the pioneers or the sources of the susquehanna
que hanna a descriptive tale 2 vols ap
np 1823
goodrich charles A A history of the united states hartford 1824
anon charlotte and leopold an historical tale london 1818
seaver james E A narrative of the life of mrs Mary
maryjamieson
jamieson who was
taken by the indians in the year 1755 ap
np 1826
scott sir walter the lady of the lake I1 lith
ith ed edinburgh 1816
montgomery james poetical works including severalpoems
several poems nowfirst
now finst
first
collected 3 vols boston L G bowles 1821 only volumes 1
and 3 are found at OCHS
ajournal
extracts prom
journal written on the coasts of chile peru
hall basil extractsfrom
from a aljournal
andmexico
and mexico 2 vols boston wells and lilly 1824 only volume
1 is found at OCHS
heckewelder
Hecke welder john G E A narrative of the mission of the united
and mohegan indians philadelphia
brethren among the delaware andmohegan
mccarty and davis 1820
Du rands journal
duranda
durands
und
and strange surprising adventures ofrobinson
defoe daniel the life andstrange
of robinson
crusoe of york mariner numerous editions london 1719
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202 203
204

newton john letters and sermons 2 vols philadelphia wm
young 1796 97
wilberforce william A practical view of the prevailing religious
steans
professed can
system of ofprofessed
christians
stians boston manning and loring
1799

205

206
207
208

209
210
211 212
213 216

217 221
222 223
224

de lafayette marie joseph memoirs of general lafayette embracing
by samuel L
details of his public and private life
edited

knapp new york R robins 1825
preach eress of the
hudson david history ofjemima
of jemima wilkinson a preacheress
eighteenth century geneva 1821
kenrick william the whole duty of woman new york W borradaile
ra
1821
providence displayed
priest josiah comp the wonders ofnature
and andprovidence
ornature
of nature abd
modem alcompiledfrom
compiled trom
from authentic sources both ancient and modern
bany J priest 1825
all religions
the code of blue laws

duke

christian 2 vols
de cervantes saavedra miguel the life and exploits of the ingenious
gentleman don quixote de la mancha translated by charles
jarvis 4 vols new york E duychinck 1825 only volumes 1
2 and 4 are found at OCHS
goldsmith oliver
5 vols
baltimore
miscellaneous works
F lucasjr
ducas
gushing 1816
lucas jr andj
anda cushing
crusades 2 vols
anon the life and adventures of
sir william wallace glasgow
ofair
ofsir
1791

225 229

2 34
2 3 0 234
230
254
2 3 5 256
236
255
236
235

237
238
239 241

242
243
244
245

goldsmith oliver A history of the earth and animated nature
5 vols
philadelphia 1823 24 only volumes 1 2 3 and 5 are
found at OCHS
montagu mary P W the works including her correspondence
poems andessays
und
and essays 5 vols london R phillips 1803
memoirs of the board of agriculture of the state of new york 2 vols
albany 1821 23
pierre andfamily
und
and family
denham dixon narratives of travels and discoveries in northern and
central africa philadelphia carey and lea 1826
centralafirica
oberl frederic
schoberl
Sh
turkey being a description of the manners
shoberl
customs dresses and other peculiarities characteristic of the inhabitants of the turkish empire 3 vols philadelphia N cowwait 1829
perthwait
perth
anon fireside
fire side stories new york wm burgess jr 1827
emerson james letters from the aegean new york J and J
harper 1829
philosophy ofa
dick thomas the thephilosophy
oda
of a future state new york G and C
ofafuture
and H carvill 1829
christian
stian philosopher ist am ed new york
the can
G and C carvill 1826
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246 247

248
249 250
251 252
253

254
255
256

john shipp

memoirs of the extraordinary military career of john
vois new york J and
vols
shipp 2kvols
2vols
andj
andaJ harper 1829 only volume 2
is found at OCHS
irving washington the life and voyages of christopher columbus
new york G and C and H carvill 1829
gezerstein
geierstein
scott sir walter anne of ger
Gez
Gei
meierstein
erstein or the maiden of the mist
2 vols
philadelphia carey lea and carey 1829
scott sir walter tae
vois boston jefferson press 1800
vols
2vols
the pirate 2kvols
taf
murray C A journal of a tour in italy in the year 1821 new york
A paul 1824
howard beauties ofliterature
of literature

ue

ship globe
combe william the devil upon two sticks in england 4th
ath ed london 1811

257 258

the arabian nights entertainments

2 vols

london J P dove

1826
259
260 261

venn henry mistakes in religion exposed an essay on the prophecy
zacharias new york williams and whiting 18
10
1810
ofzacharias
of
werl 2kvols
barnwell george the history of george barnwell
well
vois london
vols
Bam welt
2vols
bum
1810

262
263 264
265

266

267
268

historical sketch odthe
the
fae greek revolution 2d
howe samuel G an historicalsketch
ad ed
of fhe
new york white gallaher and white 1828
cooper james fenimore lionel lincoln or the leaguer of boston
2 vols new york C wiley 1824
grimshaw william the history of france from the foundation of the
monarchy to the death of louis XVI philadelphia To
tower
and
werand
hogan 1829
hume david hume and Smol
smallets
smollets
lets celebrated history of england
from its first settlement to the year 1760 hartford D F robinson and co 1827
horry P and weems M L
9th
ath ed philadelphia 1823

anon

270
271
272

273

life

murion
mation
ofgeneral
irands
francis marion
of general arands

the life of napoleon bonaparte

R porter 1815

269

the

wilmington

del

paley
william the principles of moral andpoliticalphilosophy
und
and political philosophy loth
paleywilliam
am ed canandaigua J D bemis and co 1822
tytler alexander F elements of
ofgeneralhistory
modern
general history ancient and modem
concord NH manahan and hoag and co 1827
waldo samuel P the life and character of stephen decatur middleton conn oark
clark
dark and lyman 1822
church thomas the history of philips war commonly called the
great indian wars of1675
of 1675 and 1676 exeter NH J and B

williams 1827
nicholson john the farmers assistant being a complete treatise on
agriculture in general albany H C southwick and T C fay
1815

274
275

illustrations on lying
grimshawe rev T S memoirs odthe
the rev leigh richmond AM of
of rhe
6th am ed new york J leavitt
trinity college cambridge ath
I1

1830
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276
277

modern egypt new york
russell michael view of ancient and modem
1851
andj
183
1851
andaJ harper 1831
J and
southey robert life of nelson new york harper and brothers
1830

278
279 280

life and times of his late majesty george the fourth
new york J and
andj
1831
185
andaJ harper 1831
paulding james K the dutchmans
Dutchmans fireside A tale 2 vols london
croly george

1831
281 282
283

lytton edward george bulwer devereux A tale 2 vols new york
andj
andaJ harper 1829
J and
goulburn edward frederick de montford
montmorv
mond
ford a novel london ebers
1811

284
285

286 287
288

barnum H L the spy unmasked or memoirs of enoch crosby
new york J and
andj
andaJ harper 1828
perlov to the
fletcher james the history of poland from the earliest period
present time new york J and
andj
183
1851
andaJ harper 1831
tines 2 vols
benedictines
the Benedic
lytton edward george bulwer conversations with an ambitious stuill health with otherpieces
other pieces new york J and
dent in lct
andj
andaJ harper
1832

290

leslie sir john narrative of discovery and adventure in the polar seas
and regions new york J and
andj
183
1851
andaJ harper 1831
scott sir walter letters on demonology and witchcraft new york

291
292

anda harper 1831
J andj
recent discoveries in annica
africa journal of an excursion
anon lives ofearly
early english navigators new york J andj
and
andaJ harper
of farly

289

1831
293 294

lander richard L journal of an expedition to explore the course and
termination of the niger 2 vols new york J and
andj
andaJ harper
1832

295 297

297

298
299 300
299300
301
302 303

304

trav ellers
celebrated travellers
st john JamesA
james A the lives of
stjohnjamesa
ofcelebrated
StJohn

33vols
vois
vols
kvols

new york
newyork

anda harper 1832
J andj
anon affecting scenes being passages from the diary oda
ofaphysician
of
ofaa physician
vol 1 of 2 vols new york J andj
anda harper 1833 duplicate ac-

2971
cession number 2971
297.
297
297.1
rese
zise new york
rise
macneill hector scottish adventurers or the way to ylse
iise
rife
R scott 1812
dover george J W the life of frederic the second king of prussia
2 vols new york J and
andj
andaJ harper 1832
abercrombie john inquiries concerning the intellectual powers and
the investigation of truth new york J and
andj
andaJ harper 1832
taylor william C history of ireland from the anglo norman invasion till the union of the country with great britain 2 vols new
york J and
andj
andaJ harper 1833
flint timothy lectures upon natural history geology chemistry
boston 1833
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30
305
505

306
30
3077
308 309
310

carpenter william Scip
scriptural
tural natural history containing descriptive
accounts of quadrupeds birds etc mentioned in the bible
boston lincoln edmands and co 1833
pecchio giuseppe semi
obervations of an italian exile during
serious observations
semiserious
his residence in england philadelphia key and biddle 1833
deus at large philadelphia
asmodeus
lytton edward george bulwer Asmo
carey lee and blanchard 1833
lives and bandits and robbers 2 vols
morality baltimore J robinson
salzmann christian G elements of ofmorality
1811

311
312
313

314
314
315
316

library of romance ghost hunter
almar george the robber of the rhine a drama new york
S french 1833
johnson samuel et al comps the world displayed or a curious collection of voyages and travels 8 vols philadelphia dobelbower
key and simpson 1795 96
bunnell david C the travels and adventures of david C bunnell
palmyra NY E B grandin andj
bottles 1831
anda H bortles
henry clay
crockett david A narrative of the life of david crockett of the state
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